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Best of Ruby Quiz Volume One (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
If you stop and think about it, programming knowledge is nearly useless
by itself. What exactly are you going to create with all that expert
programming skill, if it’s all you have? The world needs only so many
text editors.

What makes the craft interesting is how we apply it. Combine programming
prowess with...
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The Neuroscience of Clinical Psychiatry: The Pathophysiology of Behavior and Mental IllnessLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Bringing the latest breakthroughs in neuroscience to the clinician, this text provides resident and practicing psychiatrists with a comprehensive, clinically relevant overview of the brain mechanisms underlying behavior and mental illness. The book presents an integrated perspective on the structures and workings of the brain, the...
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Adobe Captivate 7 for Mobile LearningPackt Publishing, 2013

	These are exciting times for the eLearning industry. Tablets and smartphones are revolutionizing the way students consume digital content. These mobile devices provide a world of new technical challenges and pedagogical opportunities. Learn how to leverage this new power with Adobe Captivate 7 and be part of the m-learning revolution.
...
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CCDA Exam Certification Guide (CCDA Self-Study, 640-861), Second EditionCisco Press, 2003
Every partner company of Cisco Systems needs a number of Cisco-certified people on its staff. While the basic Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) exam will satisfy basic Cisco requirements, the Cisco Certified Design Associate (CCDA) indicates more rigorous training and greater capability. Job applicants with CCDAs will outshine CCNAs every...
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MATLAB DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Need to Learn MATLAB? Problem SOLVED!
Get started using MATLAB right away with help from this hands-on guide. MATLAB Demystified offers an effective and enlightening method for learning how to get the most out this powerful computational mathematics tool.  

Using an easy-to-follow format, this book...
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Fundamentals of Probability: With Stochastic ProcessesCRC Press, 2018

	
		"The 4th edition of Ghahramani's book is replete with intriguing historical notes, insightful comments, and well-selected examples/exercises that, together, capture much of the essence of probability. Along with its Companion Website, the book is suitable as a primary resource for a first course in probability. Moreover, it...
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Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows XP ProfessionalSyngress Publishing, 2001
The thing about Windows XP Professional is, users love it. It has a slick interface and it behaves far more intelligently and predictably than some of its predecessors. The new system of software registration aside, Windows XP surely is the most highly acclaimed Microsoft...
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Financial and Managerial AccountingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Why This Book? This textbook contains features to help

	you learn best, whatever your learning style. To understand

	what your learning style is, spend about 10 minutes to

	take the learning style quiz at the book’s companion

	website. Then, look at page xiii for how you can apply an

	understanding of your learning style...
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App Inventor 2O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Yes, you can create your own apps for Android devices—and it’s easy to do. This extraordinary book introduces you to App Inventor 2, a powerful visual tool that lets anyone build apps. Learn App Inventor basics hands-on with step-by-step instructions for building more than a dozen fun projects, including a text answering...
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OOP Demystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Want to learn about object-oriented programming quickly and easily? Looking  to brush up on modeling, classes, and attributes? Then OOP Demystified is  the easy-to-understand, step-by-step guidebook that will help you figure out the  ins and outs of object-oriented programming (OOP).

Written for anyone without formal training in...
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Data Structures DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
If you’ve been searching for that quick, easy-to-understand guide to walk you  through data structures, look no further. Data Structures Demystified is  all these things and more. Whether you’re trying to program stacks and linked  lists or figure out hashtables, here you’ll find step-by-step instructions to  get the...
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Fiber to the Home: The New EmpowermentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A compelling treatment of FTTH
Written by telecommunications pioneer Paul Green Jr., Fiber to the Home is a comprehensive examination of the technical and social implications of fiber to the home (FTTH), the technology that extends the current fiber optic backbone to optically connect it directly to homes and offices.     

Fiber to the...
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